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Overview
With Interact, you can ask questions about endpoints in plain English, retrieve accurate
data in seconds, and deploy corrective action to endpoints as desired.

This documentation may provide access to or information about content, products (including hardware and software), and services provided by third parties
(“Third Party Items”). With respect to such Third Party Items, Tanium Inc. and its affiliates (i) are not responsible for such items, and expressly disclaim all
warranties and liability of any kind related to such Third Party Items and (ii) will not be responsible for any loss, costs, or damages incurred due to your access to
or use of such Third Party Items unless expressly set forth otherwise in an applicable agreement between you and Tanium.
Further, this documentation does not require or contemplate the use of or combination with Tanium products with any particular Third Party Items and neither
Tanium nor its affiliates shall have any responsibility for any infringement of intellectual property rights caused by any such combination. You, and not Tanium,
are responsible for determining that any combination of Third Party Items with Tanium products is appropriate and will not cause infringement of any third party
intellectual property rights.
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Getting started
In most deployments, you do not have to set up anything to get started with Interact. You
can get started right away with fundamental activities:
1. Learn about questions and ask a dynamic question. See Asking questions on page 14.
2. Learn about results and use Question Results grid features. See Using the Question
Results grid on page 31.
3. Work with the categories, dashboards, and saved questions on the Interact Content
page. See Working with the Interact Content page on page 58.
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Requirements
This page summarizes the requirements for using Interact.

Tanium dependencies
Component

Requirement

Platform

Interact 2.0 or later requires Tanium Server 7.2 or later.

Tanium Content

The Interact solution module does not include content. Interact
depends on sensors, saved questions, dashboards, and
categories distributed in Tanium content packs and solution
modules.

License

Interact is included in the Tanium core platform license
entitlement.

Tanium Server and Module Server computer resources
Unlike other modules, Interact is installed on the Tanium Server, not the Module Server.
Host computer resource requirements for Interact are included in resource specifications
for the Tanium core platform.

Host and network security requirements
Host and network security requirements for Interact are included in requirements for the
Tanium core platform.

User role requirements
You must have the Administrator reserved role to install or uninstall Interact. The following
table summarizes the privileges required to use specific features. All Interact features
require the Show Interact module role privilege.
Table 1: Interact user role privileges
Feature

Advanced role privileges

Ask a Question bar,
Question Builder

Ask Dynamic Questions. This permission can be assigned in any advanced role.

Read Sensor. The sensors available for questions are determined by Read
Sensor content set permissions.
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Feature

Advanced role privileges

Deploy an action

Write Action. You must be assigned the Write Action permission to see the
Deploy Action button on the Question Results grid.

Read Package. The packages available are determined by Read Package
content set permissions.
Read Sensor and Read Saved Question permissions on the Reserved content
set. When you deploy an action, the Tanium Server uses special saved
questions to track action status and report action status within the deploy
action workflow. You must have these permissions to complete the deploy
action workflow.
Save a question

Write Saved Question. The saved question can be assigned to a content set to
which the user has permission.

Write Action and Write Package permissions to add an "associated action"
to a new saved question configuration. You must have owner permissions
to modify or delete the associated action.
Use Interact Saved
Questions

Read Saved Question. Visibility of the page and its contents are determined by
Read Saved Question content set permissions.

Read Sensor. To issue the question, you must have permission for the
sensors specified in the saved question.
Ask Dynamic Questions. To use drill down from the Saved Question
Results grid, you must have this permission.
Use Interact
Categories

Read Dashboard Group. Visibility of the page and its contents are determined
by Read Dashboard Group content set permissions.

Write Dashboard Group. You must have this permission to create, modify,
or delete category configurations. The dashboards available are determined
by Read Dashboard content set permissions.
Use Interact
Dashboards

Read Dashboard. Visibility of the page and its contents are determined by Read
Dashboard content set permissions.

Write Dashboard. You must have this permission to create, modify, or
delete dashboard configurations. The saved questions available are
determined by Read Saved Question content set permissions.
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Installing Interact
If your license is in the Tanium Server installation directory the first time you open the
Tanium Console, Interact is installed automatically. Otherwise, you can install Interact from
the Tanium Solutions page in the same way you install other Tanium solution modules.

Before you begin
l

l

You must have the Administrator reserved role to import or uninstall solution
modules, including Interact.
Read the release notes.

Import Interact
1. From the Main Menu, select Tanium Solutions.
2. Under Interact, click the Import button.

3. Review the manifest of import objects and click Import.

4. When prompted to confirm, enter your password.
Note: When you install a solution module, the solution workbench configuration is
written to files that reside on the host computer. In an HA deployment, you must
import the solution on both nodes for the solution workbench to be available in both
Tanium Console instances. Solution content, such as saved questions and packages,
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however, is written to the shared database, so it is available to both instances at
once.

Upgrade Interact
The Tanium Console periodically checks content.tanium.com for updates. If updates are
available, an Upgrade button appears on the Interact card on the Tanium Solutions page.
1. From the Main Menu, select Tanium Solutions.
2. Under Interact, click the Upgrade button.

3. Review the manifest of import objects and click Upgrade.
4. When prompted to confirm, enter your password.
Note: When you upgrade a solution module, upgrades to the solution workbench
configuration is written to files that reside on the host computer. In an HA
deployment, you must import the solution on both nodes for the solution workbench
to be available in both Tanium Console instances. Solution content, such as saved
questions and packages, however, is written to the shared database, so it is available
to both instances at once.
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Asking questions
In a Tanium™ deployment, asking questions is a fundamental interaction with endpoints.

What is a question?
Tanium questions help you get key pieces of information from managed enterprise
endpoints.
The Ask a Question feature is built on a natural language parser that enables you to get
started with natural questions rather than a specialized query language. You do not need
to enter questions as complete sentences or particularly well formed inquiries. Word forms
are not case sensitive and can even include misspellings. The parser interprets your input
and suggests a number of valid queries that you can use to formalize the question that is
sent to Tanium™ Clients.
The following figure shows an example of how natural language input is parsed into
proposed queries. First, the user enters the fragment last logged in user and clicks
Search. In response, Interact returns a list of queries cast in valid syntax.

Figure 1: Natural language parser
Basic questions include:
l

one or more sensor names in the get clause.

l

all machines (in other words, all Tanium Client host computers) in the from clause.

Advanced questions include filter clauses and parameterized sensors.
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What is a sensor?
In essence, a sensor is a script that is executed on an endpoint to compute a response to a
Tanium question. Sensors are distributed to clients during registration. Sensors enable you
to ask questions about:
l

Hardware/software inventory and configuration

l

Running applications and processes

l

Files and directories

l

Network connections

The Initial Content that is imported during the Tanium Server installation includes sensors
to support a wide range of common questions. Additional sensors may be added when you
import additional Tanium content packs and Tanium solution modules. If you cannot find a
sensor you need within Tanium-provided content, you can create user-defined sensors.
For more information, see Sensors.

Counting questions and non-counting questions
A counting question is designed to return results that can be meaningfully counted. A
counting question can have only one sensor. For example, Get Tanium Client Logging
Level from all machines is a counting question. The sensor returns the value of the
LogVerbosityLevel setting. When a managed endpoint is prompted to add its answer to the
answer message, it increments the tally of the answer that its value matches. The Tanium
Server maintains a table of answer strings. In many cases, like logging level, there are just a
few common answers, so the question has a relatively small footprint.

Figure 2: Counting question
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A non-counting question has sensors that return unique strings. For example, Get Tanium
Client IP Address from all machines returns IP addresses, which are unique. When a
Tanium Client is prompted to add its answer to the answer message, it adds a new string.
On the Tanium Server, the data footprint for a non-counting question can be quite large.

Figure 3: Non-counting question
Tip: When using the Question Builder to construct a question, you have the option
to convert a counting question to a non-counting question for cases where a
counting question returns the too many results answer.

Questions with multiple sensors
Use the AND operator in the get clause to specify multiple sensors. Results are grouped by
the first sensor, then by the next sensor, and so on. The following example shows a
question that uses multiple sensors.
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Figure 4: Question with multiple sensors

Questions with parameterized sensors
A parameterized sensor accepts a value specified at the time the question is asked. The
following example shows the File Exists sensor. The parser prompts you to specify a file
path and file name.

Figure 5: File Exists parameterized sensor
Another example is the High CPU Processes sensor. You can specify a parameter that is the
number of CPU processes to return from each machine. Let's say you want to get the top 5
highest CPU utilizing processes. The question has the following syntax:
Get High CPU Process[5] from all machines

For sensors with multiple parameters, you can pass an ordered list separated by a comma.
For example, if you want to get the results of Tanium Action Log number 1 and get 10 lines
of results, specify a parameter list as shown in the following example:
Get Tanium Action Log[1,10] from all machines
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Questions with filters
You can use filters to craft questions that target fewer computers than "all machines". You
often want to work with a set of computers that have a specific process name or value.

This is an example of an advanced question. The left side is a complete and valid query; the
right side contains a filter—the "from all machines with" expression.
Filters in the from clause are the first part of a question that gets processed by the
endpoint. If the endpoint data does not match the filter, then the endpoint does not
process the question any further. If there are multiple filters, each filter is processed and
evaluated. If the evaluation is true, then the sensors on the left side of the question are
also executed and returned.
The filter expression on the right side must evaluate to a Boolean true or false. For
example, the expression with Running Processes contains explore evaluates to true if
the specified string matches the result string, or false if it does not.
A parameterized sensor like File Exists[] returns a string "File Exists: Filename" or "File
does not exist", so you must be careful how you cast it in a filter expression.

Figure 6: Example: Question with parameterized sensor
The filter expression with File Exists[c:\a.txt] containing "Exists" evaluates to
true when the result is "File Exists: c:\a.txt" and false when the result is "File does not
exist", so it can be used to filter the set of responses.
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Figure 7: Example: Filter with parameterized sensor
Filter expressions can match strings or regular expressions. The following table describes
the supported filter operators as they appear when you use the Question Builder. The table
also describes how some operators are normalized after you load them from the Question
Builder or enter the expressions in the question bar.
Table 2: Filter operators
Filter operator

Usage

contains

Sensor value contains the specified string.

Example: running processes contains "explore"
does not contain

Sensor value does not contain the specified string.

starts with

Sensor value starts with the specified string.

Example: starts with "explore"
does not start
with

Sensor value does not start with the specified string.

ends with

Sensor value ends with the specified string.

Example: ends with "explore.exe"
does not end with

Sensor value does not end with the specified string.

matches

Sensor value matches the specified regular expression (in Boost syntax ).

does not match

Sensor value does not match the specified regular expression.
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Filter operator

Usage

in

Sensor value matches one of the specified strings. Use commas without spaces to
separate the strings. When you load the question, the expression shown in the
question bar uses equals and or operators in place of in.

Example: The filter in "10.10.10.10,10.10.10.11" in the Question
Builder becomes IP Address equals 10.10.10.10 or IP Address
equals 10.10.10.11 when you load the question.
is equal to

Sensor value is equal to the specified value or string. When you load the
question, the expression shown in the question bar uses equals in place of is
equal to.

is not equal to

Sensor value is not equal to the specified value or string. When you load the
question, the expression shown in the question bar uses not equals in place of
is not equal to.

is less than

Sensor value is less than the specified value. When you load the question, the
expression shown in the question bar uses a symbol (<) in place of the operator
words.

Example: installed application version[chrome] < 12
is less than or
equal to

Sensor value is less than or equal to the specified string. When you load the
question, the expression shown in the question bar uses symbols (<=) in place of
the operator words.

Example: installed application version[chrome] <= 12
is greater than

Sensor value is greater than the specified value. When you load the question, the
expression shown in the question bar uses a symbol (>) in place of the operator
words.

Example: installed application version[chrome] > 12
is greater than or
equal to

Sensor value is greater than or equal to the specified string. When you load the
question, the expression shown in the question bar uses symbols (>=) in place of
the operator words.

Example: installed application version[chrome] >= 12

See Reference: Advanced question syntax for examples of complex filter expressions,
including filters for multi-column sensors.
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Using the Question Builder
The Question Builder is another way to create a question. It has form fields to help you
complete the get statement and the from clause, including any filters.
You can launch the Question Builder in either of the following ways:
l

In the Ask a Question box, click Question Builder in the top-right corner.

l

After you ask a question and want to refine it, click Copy to Question Builder.

The following figure shows the Question Builder.

Figure 8: Question Builder
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Get statement
The first text box is for sensor names. Start typing and then use the typeaheads to select
sensors.

Figure 9: Typeaheads
Alternatively, you can click Browse all Sensors to open the Browse Sensors dialog box and
select sensors. When you use the dialog box, you can review sensor descriptions.
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Figure 10: Browse sensors
For a sensor that produces data across multiple Question Results columns, you can add
filters based on column data matches. In the Question Builder, click Add Filter below the
sensor field to configure a filter. By default, filter matching applies to a single column,
which you select in the first drop-down list below the sensor name. Note that single-column
filtering works only if the sensor definition specifies column delimiters with a single
character (such as "|"), not multiple characters (such as "|:"). To apply matching to all the
columns for a sensor, enable Row filter.
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Figure 11: Data filter for multi-column sensor
You can select matching operators and specify regular expressions to match strings. To
match on substrings, select the Substring box and specify a starting position (where 0 is
the first position) and number of characters.

Figure 12: Match on substring
If you add a filter in either the get statement and from clause, you can specify advanced
options.
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Table 3: Advanced Sensor Options
Settings

Guidelines

Case Sensitivity

Group strings:
l

l

Matching

Ignore case
Group and count result values regardless of differences in upper-case and
lower-case characters.
Match case
Group and count result values with strict attention to lettercase.

This option is valid in the "from computers with" clause.

For some sensors, a Tanium Client might compute multiple results. When the
sensor is used as a filter in the from clause, specify whether any or all of the
results must match the filter:
l

l

Match Any Value
Any value in the answer must match the value specified in the question.
Match All Values
All values in the answer must match the value specified in the question.

For example, in response to the IP Address sensor, it is possible for a Tanium
Client to return both an IPv4 address and an IPv6 address. A question based
on the IP Address sensor containing 192.168 for example could possibly
match the IPv4 address but not the IPv6 address. In this case, you probably
want to match "any".
Treat Data As

Sensor values are treated as the type of data you specify:
l

Date/Time (BES)

l

Date/Time (WMI)

l

File Size

l

Integer

l

IP Address

l

Numeric

l

Text

l

Time Duration

l

Version
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Settings

Guidelines

Maximum Data
Age

Maximum time the Tanium Client may use a cached result to answer a question.
For example, by default, the maximum data age for the File Size sensor is 15
minutes. When a Tanium Client is asked a question that executes the File Size
sensor, it caches the result. Over the next 15 minutes, if the Tanium Client is asked
a question that includes the File Size sensor, it responds with the cached answer.
After 15 minutes, if the Tanium Client is asked a question that includes the File
Size sensor, it executes the sensor script again to compute a fresh answer.

Use shorter ages for sensors that return values subject to change frequently,
such as status and utilization sensors. Use longer ages for values that
typically change infrequently, such as the chassis type or Active Directory
Domain membership.

From clause
In the from clause, you can configure multiple filters, including nested filters. For example,
suppose you wanted to investigate the web browsers installed on computers. You can use
Boolean ANDs and ORs in the from clause to target "modern" browsers.

Figure 13: Nested filters
Click + and use the controls to add filter conditions:
l

Add Row
Add one or more conditions.
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l

Add Group
Select this option to nest a Boolean operator and then use Add Row to build the
nested expression.

Advanced Question Options
Tanium Server 7.3.314.3639 and later provides Advanced Question Options in the Question
Builder.

Enabling Force Computer ID converts a counting question into a non-counting question by
forcing Tanium Clients to include the computer ID in their answers. Converting to a noncounting question is a workaround that resolves cases where a counting question returns
the too many results answer. For details, see the KB article Troubleshooting Errors /
Informational Messages (too many results message). The following figure shows the results
for a question converted to a non-counting question.

Figure 14: Question converted to non-counting question
The following figure shows the results for the same question issued as a counting
question.
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Figure 15: Counting question

Question expiration
When a dynamic or saved question is issued, the question is assigned a question ID. In your
web browser, you will notice the question ID in the URL.

Figure 16: Question ID
The question ID "expires" after 10 minutes, and its corresponding URL becomes invalid.
This means that for up to 10 minutes, you can refresh the page or share the link. After 10
minutes, if you navigate to the link, Interact displays a message indicating the question has
expired, and it gives you the option to copy the question text to the Question Bar so you
can reissue it.
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Figure 17: Question Expired message

Question History
Go to Administration > Question History to review a chronology of questions that have
been issued. By default, an entry for a question is maintained in the chronology for 7 days.
You can change the default limit with the global setting SOAPQuestionHistoryLimitInDays.

You can use the Question History to review question syntax and the question expiration
timestamps. You can also copy the question to the Question Bar or Question Builder.
Note: You must be assigned a role with the Read Question History (Micro Admin)
permission to see the Question History page. However, a user with only the
microadmin permission cannot load a question from the Question History page.
Users assigned the Administrator reserved role can see the Question History page
and load a question from the page.
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Question permissions
You must be assigned the Show Interact module permission to see the Ask a Question bar
and the Question Builder. You must also have the Ask Dynamic Questions permission (can
be assigned in any advanced role). The sensors available for questions are determined by
Read Sensor content set permissions.
The Administrator reserved role has all of these permissions. The Content Administrator
role has all except the Show Interact module permission. Be sure to explicitly assign the
Interact permission.
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Using the Question Results grid
In the Question Results grid, an answer row is an aggregation of the endpoints that
responded with the data shown. The Count column shows the number of Tanium™ Clients
with that answer.

Figure 18: Question Results grid
The grid displays the first 100 answer rows. You can change the number of rows in user
preferences. Go to the logged in user link in the upper right corner, and select Preferences
to display the configuration page.

Enable/disable live updates
As results come in, Live Updates in the Question Results grid toolbar shows the percent of
Tanium Clients that have reported results.
Click the pause button to pause updates to the grid.
Click the play button to resume updates to the grid.

Even when 100% of Tanium Clients have reported, you might see answer rows that seem to
indicate incomplete results.
[no results]
Indicates that the Tanium Client was instructed to answer but does not have a value
that matches the sensor filter. This can be expected when a filter is applied to the get
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clause and not the from clause. For example, if the question is formed with the syntax
Get IP Address ending with 2 from all machines, all machines would report
answers and all machines that did not have IP address ending in 2 would report no
results. It is better to put the filter in the from clause. For example, Get IP Address
from all machines where IP Address ends in 2 would not return unexpected "no
results" rows. You might also see [no results] if the sensor does not return a
value, or the sensor was unable to execute the script.
[Current Result Unavailable]
If it takes the client longer than usual to evaluate a sensor, it might pass "current
result unavailable" to its peer. The sensor process continues on the client, and when
it is complete, the client sends its updated answer. The Tanium Console then updates
the Question Results grid.
[Results Currently Unavailable]
Indicates the Tanium Server cannot correctly parse an answer. If this occurs, contact
your technical account manager (TAM).

Manage rows and columns
Filter results
Use the filter controls to display only rows that match the specified criteria.

Figure 19: Question Results grid filters
Note: The Question Results grid includes multiple grid filters. The filters are
combined as a Boolean AND. For example, if you select a computer group filter,
and you also configure an advanced filter, the logic of the filters is combined.
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USE A TEXT FILTER

When you use the Filter By Text field, the Tanium Server filters the Question Results grid
without reissuing the question. Select the Contains or Does not contain operator, enter a
search string, and click Search .
USE A COMPUTER GROUP FILTER

When you use the Computer Group drop-down list, the Tanium Server issues a new
question with the added filter. Select All Computers, No Computers, a user-configured
computer group, or the Create Ad Hoc Filter option, which enables you to create a custom
filter. If the list of computer groups is long, you can use the text filter within the Computer
Group drop-down list to filter by group name. If you save the question, the question text
includes the Computer Group filter but not the text filter within the drop-down list.
Note: The list of computer groups includes all computer groups configured in the
Tanium Console, even ones for which you do not have computer group management
rights. However, if you select a computer group for which you do not have
management rights, the new question returns no results.
USE AN AD HOC FILTER

The Ad Hoc filter is a one-time only filter. The Ad Hoc filter configuration is not saved.
1. Select Create Ad Hoc Filter from the Filter by Computer Group drop-down list.
Interact displays the Group Builder dialog box.
2. Use one of the tabs to create a filter and then click Apply.
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The Filter Bar tab includes a natural language parsing search box that helps you build
a valid filter expression.

The Filter Builder tab includes fields that enable you to add a filter, apply it, and issue
the resulting question. The question is always Get computer name and IP address
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from all machines

with the filter added to the from clause.
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The Manual List tab includes fields that enable you to specify a list of computers by
hostname or IP address.

USE AN ADVANCED FILTER

Use advanced filters to match conditions, including column values.
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1. Click Advanced Filtering to reveal the user interface.
2. Click + and use the controls to add filter conditions:

l

l

Add Row
Add one or more conditions.
Add Group
Select this option to nest a Boolean operator and then use Add Row to build
the nested expression.

The grid is redisplayed when you click Apply.

Sort results and select columns to view
In column headers, click the menu icon to display the menu for sorting rows and
showing/hiding columns. Click the Clear Sort button to clear sorting criteria.

Figure 20: Grid row/column controls
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View charts
The results grid is the default view. You can use the View button bar to toggle to a pie chart
or bar chart.

Mouse over a pie slice or bar to display the result string and count. If the result count is
less than 3 % of the total, it is included in the Other group.

Figure 21: Pie chart
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Figure 22: Bar chart

Export and copy results
The Question Results page provides several options for copying and exporting the results
grid contents. The following figure shows the buttons and menu selections for exporting
(2) or copying (3) the entire grid contents or specific results (1).

Figure 23: Copy or export question results
Use the Copy Table icon to copy the results to the clipboard in text format. This action
copies the complete results, not just the results displayed on the Question Results grid. To
include sensor/column names in the copied text, see Set user preferences.
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Use the Export Table icon to export the results to a .csv file. This action exports the
complete results, not just the results displayed on the Question Results grid. To include
sensor/column names in the .csv file, select Include Table Headers. To set this option as
enabled or disabled by default, see Set user preferences.

Select how the .csv file displays results for questions where a single sensor generates
multiple results for each responding endpoint. As an example, for the question Get
Computer Name and High CPU Processes[5] from all machines, the High CPU
Processes sensor would list five processes for each endpoint.
l

l

Single Rows - Flattened: Display a row for each result that a sensor generates. For
the example question, this would mean five rows per endpoint: one row for each
process that the High CPU Processes sensor returned. Note that this option works
only if one sensor in the question has multiple results; flattening does not work if
multiple sensors each have multiple results.

Multiple Lines Per Row - Stacked: Display one row for all the results that the sensor
generated for an endpoint. For the example question, this would mean each row lists
all the top five processes for each Computer Name.
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Select one or more rows and use the More selector to copy or export only the selected
rows.
To copy the contents of a grid cell, press the Alt key (Windows) or Option key (macOS) and
Alt
/Option click in the grid cell. A blue toast message tells you that the clipboard has a copy of the cell
contents. This operation works for most grids in the Tanium Console, including the
key
Question Results grid.

Merge questions
Question results often lead to additional questions. For example, say you originally ask for
a list of computer names and running processes, and you see results that indicate a
suspicious process is running on a few endpoints. You can merge the question with
another to learn more, such as the last logged-in user. The Tanium Server issues the merge
question in the background, and the Tanium Console redisplays the Question Results grid
with one or more additional columns that have data for the added sensor.
To merge questions:
1. Click Merge in the upper right corner of the Question Results grid toolbar.

Interact displays the Select Merge Questions dialog box.
2. Use one of the tabs to add one or more questions and then click the red Merge
button.
l

Saved Questions: Includes a list of saved questions for which you have Read
Saved Question permission.
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l

l

Create a Question: Includes fields that enable you to start a new question.

Build a Question: Includes fields that enable you to select sensors for the
merge question.
Notice that you add sensors to the get clause but you do not add filters to the
from clause. The from clause is built from the rows that you selected in the
Question Results grid when you clicked Merge.
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Drill down
From the Question Results grid, you can drill down from selected results to retrieve
additional information from the selected endpoints. By adding a drill-down question, you
are essentially adding sensor filters. You often will want to do this when you are targeting a
narrow group of computers for an action. For example, let's say you originally ask for a list
of chassis types and operating systems. You can drill down from these results to the list of
computer names for the matching records.
To drill down:
1. Select one or more rows in the Question Results grid. When you select rows, the Drill
Down, Deploy Action, and More buttons are displayed.
2. Click Drill Down.
Interact displays the Select Drilldown Question dialog box.
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The Saved Questions tab includes a list of saved questions for which you have Read
Saved Question permission.

The Create a Question tab includes fields that enable you to start a new question.
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The Build a Question tab includes fields that enable you to select sensors for a drilldown question.

3. Select or configure a question you want to use and then click the red Drill Down
button.
Interact displays the progression of results, including a new Question Results grid for
the drill-down question. From here, you can drill down further, deploy an action, save
the question, or copy it to the Question Bar or Question Builder for further
refinement.
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Deploying actions
Use filtering, merging, and drill-down techniques to find the computers that are due for
administrative action. In the Question Results grid, you can then select the targeted
computers and launch the Deploy Action workflow page.
IMPORTANT: Do not deploy an action unless you completely understand its scope,
you understand the impact on an individual target and the impact on the
environment given the number of targets, and your organization has authorized you
to perform the action. Some organizations require a second administrator to review
and approve actions. For details, see Action Approval.

Role requirements
You must be assigned a role with Write Action permission to see the Deploy Action button
on the Question Results grid. Read Package content set permissions determine which
packages are available. When you deploy an action, the Tanium Server uses special saved
questions to track action status and report action status within the deploy action workflow.
To complete the workflow, you also need the Read Sensor and Read Saved Question
permissions on the Reserved content set.

Deploy an action
1. Issue a question.
Tip: If you want to deploy a policy action (see Action terms), issue a saved
question instead of a dynamic question (see Saving questions).
2. In the Question Results grid, select the rows for the endpoints that require the
action, and then click Deploy Action.
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Interact displays the Deploy Action workflow page.

3. Use the Deployment Package search box typeaheads to select packages.
Alternatively, click Browse Packages to review package descriptions and then select
them.
4. Complete the Action Details section.
Settings

Guidelines

Name

Specify a name to identify the action. The name appears in the record
for the action on the Scheduled Actions, Action History, and Action
Approval pages.

Description

Optional. A description helps other administrators understand the
purpose of the action.

Tags

Optional. Use the controls to add tags, which are name-value pairs.

5. Complete the Schedule Deployment section. For policy actions, you must schedule
repeating deployments.
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Settings

Guidelines

Start at / End at

Required for policy actions, optional for other actions. Specify a
start time when it is important to deploy the action to targeted
clients during a maintenance window. The time refers to the
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) of the system clock on the
Tanium Server host system, not on the Tanium Client host systems.
For example, if you specify the action to deploy at 1:00 am, it
deploys when the Tanium Server system clock time is 1:00 am.
Note the following behavior:
l If you omit a start time, the action deploys immediately upon
completion of the deploy action workflow.
l

l

If you omit a start time and action approval is enabled, the action
deploys immediately after it is approved, provided other action
conditions do not preclude the Tanium Server from deploying it.
If you specify a start time and action approval is enabled, the action
deploys at the next start time following the approval. For example,
if you set the action to deploy at 1:00 am every day and it is
approved at 2:00 am, the action deploys the next day at 1:00 am.

As a best practice, specify an end date/time if you configure reissue
intervals for the scheduled action, unless you are sure it is the type
of action that you want to reissue indefinitely. If you are not sure,
configuring the schedule to end in six months is better than
running indefinitely.
Distribute over

The Tanium Server distributes packages to Tanium Clients in
batches. This option randomizes the distribution over the specified
duration to avoid spikes in network or other resource utilization.
For example, if an action depends on a sensor that queries Active
Directory (AD), an action that is not distributed over time can cause
a flood of traffic to the AD server. Similarly, an action that targets
clients in a virtual machine farm could exhaust the shared CPU or
memory resources if all clients simultaneously run a resourceintensive program. Distributing over time attenuates the impact a
massive orchestration might have on the networked or virtualized
environment.
Specify a number and unit: Minutes, Hours, Days.
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Settings

Guidelines

Reissue every

You can schedule the action to repeat at intervals, which is
appropriate when:
l Action approval is enabled and you are not certain it will be
approved before the action expires.
l

l

You want to be sure software or configuration updates are made
not only to the clients currently online but also to those currently
offline that will be predictably online within a window that the
reissue interval defines.
The action is a continual hygiene practice. For example, you want to
check periodically that a client service is running or a client
configuration has a particular value.

Specify a number and unit: Minutes, Hours, Days.
Note: The Reissue every interval must exceed the action
expiration period, which is the larger result from the following
calculations:
l The package Command Timeout + Download Timeout values
l

The package Command Timeout + the scheduled action
Distribute over value

6. Complete the Targeting Criteria section to specify the endpoints where the action
must run.
For a repeating action based on a saved question (a policy action), only the endpoints
that match the latest results of the Starting Question will perform the action.

7. Click Show preview to continue, review the preview details, and click Deploy Action.
You are prompted to review the impact on targets and to provide administrator
credentials.
8. Enter your password.
The page reloads to display the Action Status page.
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9. Review the status to confirm expected results.

10. (Policy actions only) Go to Actions > Scheduled Actions and verify that the Policy
column displays Yes for the action you just added. If the column does not appear (it
is hidden by default), click the Column menu and select Columns > Policy.

The Deploy Action workflow creates a scheduled action configuration object, and the action
is entered on the Scheduled Actions, Action History, and (if applicable) Action Approval
pages in the Tanium Console. For details, see Managing actions.
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Saving questions
In the Tanium™ Console, when you click a saved question, the question is issued to Tanium
Clients. Saving the question syntax as a configuration object enables it to be reissued later.
The configuration object can also be used throughout the platform, both by Tanium™
solution modules and by user-developed applications that use the SOAP API. For example,
you can use Tanium™ Connect to configure a saved question to be run on a schedule with
results sent to an external server.

User role requirements
You must have a user role with the Write Saved Question permission to create, modify, or
delete saved question configurations. The Read Sensor content set permissions determine
the available sensors.
In addition to the Write Saved Question permission, you must have the Write Action and
Write Package permissions to add associated actions to a new saved question
configuration. In addition to these three permissions, you must also have owner
permissions for the question if you later want to modify or delete the associated actions.
Users assigned the Administrator or Content Administrator reserved roles have these
permissions.

Create a saved question
1. Use the Question bar to ask a dynamic question.
2. Click Save this question directly under the Question bar.
Interact displays the New Saved Question form.
3. Complete the settings described in the following table.
Settings

Guidelines

Name

Specify a configuration name. The name appears in saved question lists that
are incorporated into Tanium Console workflows. Observe the existing
naming scheme so that you and other administrators can find it easily.

Content Set

Assign to a content set. The list is populated with all content sets for which
you have Write Saved Question permission.
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Settings
Visibility

Guidelines
l

l

Reissue this
question every

According to RBAC . Users must have the Read Saved Question
permission for the content set to which the saved question belongs to
see the saved question.
Only the Owner and Admins. Only the object owner and users with the
Administrator reserved role can see the saved question.

If you want to periodically reissue the question, specify a number and unit
for the reissue interval: Minutes, Hours, Days. The Tanium Server first
issues the saved question immediately after you save the configuration.
Tanium Clients that are online at that time respond with their answers. You
can use the reissue option to account for machines that are not currently
online but are routinely online within predictable cycles (and even
unpredictable times). For example, employee laptops might be offline the
moment you save the saved question configuration, but you think you are
likely to find them online at least once if you were to check every eight
hours.

If you configure reissuing, the Tanium Server reissues the saved question
in the background at the interval you specify. For example, if you save
the saved question configuration at 9:00 a.m. local time and specify a
reissue interval of every eight hours, the Tanium Server reissues the
saved question at 5:00 p.m., 1:00 a.m., 9:00 a.m., and so on. The results
are archived. This improves the data quality of recent responses
displayed in the Question Results grid for machines that are not online
when you use Interact to issue the question. You can use the Question
History to verify that the saved questions are sent according to the
reissue interval you configured.
Note: If you specify a reissue interval of eight hours, the Tanium Server
reissues the saved question exactly every eight hours, regardless of time
changes due to daylight savings time.
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Settings

Guidelines

Default
preferences

This option appears only for users with the Administrator or Content
Administrator roles. The purpose is to enable an advanced user to curate
the configuration for other users. Defaults are commonly understood as
good choices. When this option is selected, the administrator's choices
populate the initial defaults shown for subsequent users. The subsequent
users are free to modify the settings. When non-administrator users modify
the settings, their choices are preserved and will persist even when another
administrator subsequently changes the default preferences.

Note: When an Administrator or Content Administrator makes changes,
it does change the settings for all other Administrator or Content
Administrator users. This design forces administrators to agree on the
best default settings.
Make this
question
available for
drilldown

Include in the Select Drilldown Question dialog box, Saved Questions
tab.

Non-Counting
Question /
Counting
Question

Specify whether to turn the question into a non-counting question. Noncounting questions have a larger data footprint because the Tanium Server
maintains data per computer ID. However, this enables storing recent data
for the endpoint. Furthermore, the Allow for merging option is available
only for non-counting questions.

The non-counting question option appears when the question is a
counting question that has exactly one sensor in the select clause. You
can configure the non-counting question option only in the New Saved
Question form, not the Edit Saved Question form.
You can configure the Enable collection and reporting of recent data
option only in the New Saved Question form, not the Edit Saved
Question form.
Default Tab

Specify a default tab: Question, Grid, or Pie. The Default Tab setting is
saved as a user preference unless you set the Default Preferences to all
users.

Default Grid
Chart Zoom

Set the data period for the initial Question Results grid display: Current or
Recent.
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Settings

Guidelines

Associated
Actions

Optional. Click Add Package and select the package that you want to be
the default when a user clicks the Deploy Action button in the Question
Results grid.

4. Click Preview to preview the results you will get when you use the saved question.
5. Click Create Saved Question.
The Tanium Server reissues your question and displays the results in the Question Results
grid. Depending on the settings you configured, the saved question might appear in saved
question lists that are incorporated into Tanium Console workflows.
IMPORTANT: When you save a question that has a parameterized sensor, the sensor
definition, including the substituted values, is saved in an object called a temp sensor.
On the endpoint, the Tanium™ Client runs the temp sensor when it computes
answers to a saved question that calls it. A saved question that is reissued according
to a schedule continues to use the temp sensor even if the sensor from which it was
based is updated. Therefore, if a sensor is updated, and you want the saved question
to use the updated code, you must re-create the saved question.

About the saved question configuration
The Tanium Server maintains a copy of the saved question configuration for each user who
has saved the configuration. For example:
1. admin01 creates a saved question.
2. user01 edits it and saves a copy.
3. user02 edits it and saves a copy.
4. user03 does not edit the saved question but has permission to read or edit it.
Tanium Server now has three copies—one for each user who has saved it. The per-user
settings are saved in the system as metadata for the saved question configuration.
The different preferences user01 or user02 may have with respect to a saved question are
applied when the user logs in. For example, if user01 settings allow the question to be
included in merge operations and user02 settings do not, those differences are applied,
and the users have different experiences. user03, not having saved the configuration, is
subject to the admin01 settings.
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When the reissue option is set, the question is issued at the interval specified by each user
configuration. However, if multiple users have essentially the same management computer
group rights, the Tanium Server throttles the redundant traffic. For example, if user01 and
user02 both have access to the All Computers computer group and set a reissue interval
every 4 hours, the Tanium Server will reissue the question only once every 4 hours, not
once for each user. However, if user01 has access to only the computer group A, and
user02 has access only to computer group B, the Tanium Server will reissue the question
according to each user's requirements.
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Working with the Interact Content page
The Interact Content page lists the Categories, Dashboards, and Saved Questions that you
import from Tanium content packs and Tanium solutions, as well as ones that you and
other users create, provided you have the applicable content set permissions.

About the Interact Content page panels
The Interact Content page has three panels: Categories, Dashboards, and Saved
Questions.

Figure 24: Interact Content page
Category
An organized group of dashboards. A category is like an umbrella term for the types
of questions you have on file, such as Tanium Administration, Security, Inventory,
and Operations.
Dashboard
An organized group of saved questions. A dashboard includes all of the saved
questions related to the issue you want to investigate. On the Interact Content page,
when you click the name of a dashboard, the Tanium Server issues all of the
questions to Tanium Clients, and the Tanium Console displays the Question Results
grid for each of them.
Saved question
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A configuration object that contains question syntax and settings. On the Interact
Content page, when you click the name of a saved question, the Tanium Server
issues the question to Tanium Clients, and the Tanium Console displays the Question
Results grid. You can also configure saved questions to be reissued in the
background according to a schedule.

Display the Interact Content page
1. From the Main Menu, select Interact. The Interact Home page opens by default.
2. From the Interact menu, select Interact Content.

Filter the Interact Content page
As your team uses the Tanium system more and more, the number of saved questions
increases. You can apply panel card filters and text search filters to help you find specific
questions.

Panel card filters
Click panel cards to filter the page so that only items belonging to the selected categories
or dashboards appear. A card turns gray with a red left edge to indicate you selected it as a
filter. You can apply multiple filters. Click Deselect in a panel header to clear all its filters.

Figure 25: Interact Content page filters
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Text filters
You can use text filters to search for items that match the specified string. Click the x in the
text search box to clear the filter.

Figure 26: Text filters

Use favorites
A favorite is an item that you want to appear on the Interact Home page and Interact
Content page after setting the Show only filter to Favorites. The Tanium Server saves
favorites as a user-specific setting; your favorites selections do not apply to other users.

Select or deselect an item as a favorite
Toggle the Favorites icon / beside the name of a category, dashboard, or saved
question to select or deselect it as a favorite item. The icon is colored when the item is a
favorite.
Tip: To reduce clicks, click Favorite All or Unfavorite All in a panel header and then
toggle on or off individual items.

Display only favorites
On the Interact Content page, toggle the Show only filter by clicking Favorites. The button
changes to a dark background to indicate that the Categories, Dashboards, and Saved
Questions panels display only favorites. After you find and select your favorite Categories
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or Dashboards, you might want to toggle off the Favorites filter so that the Saved
Questions panel displays both favorite and non-favorite questions.

Figure 27: Favorites filter

Select current or recent results
When you issue a saved question from the Interact Content page, the Tanium Console
displays the Saved Question Results grid. In addition to all of the features of the results
grid for dynamic questions, the results grid for saved questions includes a Zoom option:
Current or Recent. Current data includes responses from endpoints that are currently
online. Recent data might include responses from offline endpoints. The Tanium Server
caches Tanium Client responses for seven days by default. If an endpoint is offline when
the Tanium Server issues a question, but it has a cached value for the endpoint, the
Tanium Server can pass that value to the results grid.

Open a dashboard
When you open a dashboard from the Interact Content page, the Tanium Console displays
the dashboard results page, which includes the results grid for each saved question
included in the dashboard.
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Figure 28: Dashboard results page
1
2
3
4
5
6

Use the dashboards list to open a different dashboard.
Use the Filter All Questions Displayed list to apply a computer group filter to all saved question
results grids on the page.
Toggle the page view between one or two columns.
Expand or contract the view of this results grid.
Toggle between grid, chart, and question text.
Apply additional filters for each results grid. If you set Filter All Questions Displayed to Filter by
Computer Group (item 2 above) and also select Filter by Computer Group in a results grid filter,
the Tanium Console uses a boolean AND to combine the filters.

Manage configurations
The procedures for managing the category, dashboard, and saved question configurations
are alike, but there are differences.

Create a category configuration
1. Click Settings

in the panel heading and select New Category.

2. Specify a Name, Content Set, and Visibility option, and then click Save.

Create a dashboard configuration
1. Click Settings

in the panel heading and select New Dashboard.

2. Specify a configuration Name, Computer Group Filter, Content Set, and Visibility
option, and then click Save.
Note: A new dashboard is added to the Other Dashboards category by default. This
category is visible only to users with the Administrator or Content Administrator role.
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Consequently, the dashboard is also visible only to the creator and users with the
Administrator or Content Administrator role. If you do not have one of these roles,
and you want the dashboard you have created to be visible to other users who do
not have the Administrator or Content Administrator role but do have appropriate
RBAC permissions, ask a user with the required privileges to move the dashboard to
another category.

Create saved questions
You cannot create saved questions from the Interact Content pages. You can create them
from the Question bar after you issue an ad hoc question. See Saving questions on page
53.

Assign dashboards to a category
1. Clear any filters.
2. Mouse over the category, click Edit

and select Add/Remove Dashboards.

3. In the Dashboards panel, select the dashboards to include in this category and click
Apply.

Assign saved questions to a dashboard
1. Clear any filters.
2. Click a dashboard to select it. Select only one.
3. Click Edit

and select Add/Remove Saved Questions.

4. In the Saved Questions panel, select the saved questions to include in this dashboard
and click Apply.

Edit category, dashboard, and saved question settings
1. Mouse over the panel card to show its tools.
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2. Click the edit icon and select Edit Category Information, Edit Dashboard
Information, or Edit Properties (questions).

3. Edit the settings.
4. Save the configuration.

Delete a category or dashboard configuration
1. Mouse over the panel card and click Delete

.

2. Confirm that you want to delete the configuration.
Note: You cannot delete a saved question configuration from the Interact Content
page, only from the Content > Saved Questions page.

Export a configuration
1. Click Settings in the panel heading and select Export Categories, Export
Dashboards, or Export Questions.
2. Select items to export or click Select all.
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3. Click Export.
4. Specify a filename and click OK.
The XML file is saved to the local host computer.
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Working with the Interact Home page
The Interact Home page opens when you navigate to the Interact module or when you click
Home in the module menu.

User role requirements
You require the following privileges to see Interact Home page sections.
Section

Privilege

Welcome

Ask Dynamic Question

Best Practices

Ask Dynamic Question

Interact
Content

The summary counts displayed depend on Read Dashboard Group, Read
Dashboard, and Read Saved Question permissions.

Favorite
Categories

Read Dashboard Group

Favorite
Dashboards

Read Dashboard

Favorite Saved
Questions

Read Saved Question

Manage Home page settings
To hide, unhide, or reorder Interact Home page sections, click Manage Home Page at the
top right of the Home page to display the Home Page Management page. Clear or select
checkboxes to hide or unhide sections, and drag-and-drop the sections to reorder them.
You can also hide a section directly in the Home page by hovering over the section header
and clicking x on the right.
Note: Home page settings are stored in browser local storage, so they are not
persistent across users, devices, or browsers.
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Use favorites
Categories, dashboards, and saved questions that you select as favorites appear on the
Interact home page. You can use them just as you would on the Interact Content page. For
example, you can click a dashboard to open it and issue its saved questions.
Items that you selected as favorites before upgrading to Interact 2.0 are added to the
Interact Home page favorites sections upon upgrade. If you did not have favorites before
an upgrade or before installing a new Tanium Server, all categories and dashboards for
which you have read permission are set as favorites.
If you do not want an item to be a favorite, click its Favorites icon to toggle it off. To
toggle the favorite setting for multiple items, go to the Interact Content page and click
Favorite All or Unfavorite All in the headers of the Categories, Dashboards, or Saved
Questions panels.
Note: The Tanium Server stores favorites as a user-specific setting; your favorites
selections do not apply to other users.
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Troubleshooting
If you encounter unexpected behavior, there are a few basic troubleshooting steps. You can
also contact your technical account manager (TAM).

View and copy the Local Error Log
The Tanium Console maintains a console error log on the local host computer for your web
browser. It includes details on errors returned in response to actions taken with the
browser, such as attempting to save a configuration or import an XML file.
To view the log, click the selector next to the logged in username and select Local Error
Log.
Click the copy

icon to copy the log details to the clipboard.

Uninstall Interact
1. Log into the Tanium Console as a user with the Administrator role.
2. From the Main Menu, select Tanium Solutions.
3. Under Interact, click Uninstall.
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Reference: Example questions
This reference provides examples to help you understand the kinds of questions you can
ask.

Example starter questions
This section gives examples of common questions.

How can I get a list of running services or be able to single out a specific
endpoint?
Get Running Service from all machines

Get Service Details from all machines

Get Running Service from all machines with Computer Name containing
"hostname"

How can I get a list of running processes or be able to single out a specific
endpoint?
Get Running Processes from all machines

Get Running Processes from machines where Computer Name contains "hostname"

Get Running Processes and Computer Name contains "hostname" from all
machines

How can I display Registry keys and values?
Get Registry Value Data[registry key path, value-name] from all machines

Get Registry Value Data[HKEY_LOCAL_
MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion, CommonFilesDir] from all
machines
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Get Registry Key Value Exists[registry key path, value-name] from all
machines

Get Registry Key Exists[HKEY_LOCAL_
MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion, CommonFilesDir] from all
machines

How can I get a list of open ports?
Get Computer Name and Open Port from all machines

Get Open Port from machines where Computer Name contains "hostname"

Get Open Port from all machines with Computer Name containing "hostname"

How can I get user authentication information?
Get Logged In Users contains "username" from all machines

Get Logged In Users containing "BABOON08D9ANGUI\Administrator" from all
machines

Get Logged In Users and Computer Name from all machines

Get Local User Login Dates from all machines

Get Logged In Users and Client Date from all machines

Get Last Logged In User and Client Date from all machines

Get Computer Name and Last Date of Local Administrator Login from all
machines with Last Date of Local Administrator Login not containing "no
results"

Get Local Administrators from all machines
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How can I see the current logged on user?
Get User Sessions from all machines

How can I see when users last logged in?
Get local User Login Dates from all machines

How can I get the Service Account Logons?
Get Service Login Names from all machines

How can I get certificate information?
Get Machine Certificates[authroot] from all machines

Get Machine Certificates[disallowed] from all machines

Get Machine Certificates[root] from all machines

For Intermediate Certs:
Get Machine Certificates[CA] from all machines (Intermediate Certs)

How can I detect all running Oracle instances within our Linux environment?
Get computer name and running processes that contains "ora_pmon" from
machines with running processes contains "ora_pmon"

How can I get asset information?
Get Cpu and Cpu Details and Chassis and Architecture and Serial Number and
Computer Name and Bios and IP Address and Mac Address and serial number
from all machines

Example dashboard questions
Reviewing the predefined list of saved questions included in dashboards and categories is
a good way to learn how to use questions to get meaningful results. A few of these
predefined questions are repeated here to illustrate this.
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Security > Data Leakage
Get Computer Name and Non-Approved Established Connections from all
machines with Non-Approved Established Connections containing ":"

Security > Wireless Network Security
Get Wireless Networks Visible from all machines

Get Hosted Wireless Ad-Hoc Networks from all machines with Hosted Wireless
Ad-Hoc Networks containing "started"

Get Unencrypted Wireless Networks from all machines with Unencrypted
Wireless Networks containing "open"

Get Wireless Networks Using WEP from all machines with Wireless Networks
Using WEP containing "wep"

Security > Proactive Security
Get Firewall Status containing "disabled" from all machines with Firewall
Status containing "disabled"

Get Computer Name and Open Share Details from all machines with Open Share
Details not containing "No shares"

Security > Workstation USB Write Protection
Get USB device details from all machines

Get Computer Name and Username from all machines with ( Operating System
not containing "server" and USB Write Protected containing "False" )

Get Computer Name and Username from all machines with ( Operating System
not containing "server" and USB Write Protected containing "True" )
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Reference: Advanced question syntax
The advanced question syntax described in this article applies to Tanium Server 7.2 and
later.

Use regular expressions
The question parser supports regular expression matching (Boost syntax).
The following example matches computer names that begin with the letter t in the
tam.local domain.

Figure 29: Matching a regular expression
The Detect Primary Alerts saved question uses a regular expression to collect results that
match any digit 0-9. Because Detect alerts have numeric IDs, this expression would exclude
empty results.

Figure 30: Regular expression to exclude empty results
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You can also use a combination of negation and regular expressions to build filter
expressions. For example, the built-in computer group No Computers uses a question with
the not matches expression and a regular expression (.*) to match empty results. The
author knows that Computer Name always returns a string, so it is a clever way to turn off a
scheduled action. The default action group includes only No Computers so that no
computers are targeted until an administrator knowingly changes the configuration.

Figure 31: Regular expression to not match anything

Use computer group filters
In 7.2 and later, you can form questions that specify computer group filters in the from
clause.
For dynamic computer groups, the question parser converts the specified computer group
name into the question that determines membership. In the following example, the
computer group named Windows is parsed into its definition: is Windows contains
true.
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Figure 32: Dynamic computer group in from clause
For manual computer groups, the question parser lists possible manual group object IDs.
In the following example, the computer group named Infrastructure is parsed into its
manual group object ID: Manual Group Membership equals 95.

Figure 33: Manual computer group in from clause

Use sensor column filters
Multicolumn sensors are designed to collect multiple pieces of related information in a
single answer.
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Figure 34: Results from a multicolumn sensor
Using a regular expression starts with, ends with, or contains to filter results for a
multicolumn sensor like Installed Applications can be tricky because the result string for a
multicolumn sensor is actually a single string with column delimiters. If you are not careful,
you might match a string in an unexpected column or unknowingly match a string in a
hidden column that you were not even aware of. In Tanium Core Platform 7.2 and later, you
can specify which column to match results from multicolumn sensors. The syntax is get
sensor having sensor:column contains value. The column name is case sensitive. Note
that single-column filtering works only if the sensor definition specifies column delimiters
with a single character (such as "|"), not multiple characters (such as "|:"). To match
results from all the columns, the syntax is get sensor contains value.
The following example uses a sensor column filter in the get clause.

Figure 35: Sensor column filter in the get clause
The following example uses a sensor column filter in both the get clause and the from
clause.
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Figure 36: Sensor column filter in the get clause and the from clause

Use $substring() filters
You can use $substring() filters to match result string patterns. The $substring() function
takes the following arguments: sensor name, starting position (where 0 is the first
position), number of characters.
The following example matches results from the Computer Name sensor where the first
two characters match the string ts.

Figure 37: $substring() filter
The following example matches results from the MAC Address column of the Network
Adapters sensor where the fourth and fifth characters match the string e8.
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Figure 38: $substring() filter on specified sensor column

Use the in operator
You can use the in operator to specify a collection of matching sensor results. The operator
takes a comma-separated list of arguments that is parsed into a Boolean OR.
The following example uses the in operator to match a sensor filter in the from clause with
results containing Virtual or Physical.

Figure 39: in operator in the from clause
The following example uses the in operator to match a sensor column filter in the from
clause.
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Figure 40: in operator with a sensor column filter

Use nested filters
In the from clause of a question, you can configure multiple filters, including nested filters.
The following example shows nested filters in the Question Builder. The example combines
one matching expression with either one of the nested expression.

Figure 41: Nested filters in the Question Buider
You can also specify nested filters in the Question bar.
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Figure 42: Nested filters in the Question bar
The following example shows different Boolean logic: match both of these OR this one.

Figure 43: Nested filters in the Question bar

Specify advanced sensor settings
Tanium Client answers must conform with any advanced sensor settings that are specified
in a question message. In releases before Tanium Server 7.2, you could configure advanced
sensor settings only with the Question Builder.
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Figure 44: Question Builder: Advanced sensor settings
In Version 7.2 and later, you can specify advanced sensor settings in the Question bar.
Table 4: Advanced Sensor Options
Settings

Guidelines

Case Sensitivity

Group strings:
l

l

Ignore case
Group and count result values regardless of differences in upper-case and
lower-case characters.
Match case
Group and count result values with strict attention to lettercase.
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Settings

Guidelines

Matching

This option is valid in the "from computers with" clause.

For some sensors, a Tanium Client might compute multiple results. When the
sensor is used as a filter in the from clause, specify whether any or all of the
results must match the filter:
l

l

Match Any Value
Any value in the answer must match the value specified in the question.
Match All Values
All values in the answer must match the value specified in the question.

For example, in response to the IP Address sensor, it is possible for a Tanium
Client to return both an IPv4 address and an IPv6 address. A question based
on the IP Address sensor containing 192.168 for example could possibly
match the IPv4 address but not the IPv6 address. In this case, you probably
want to match "any".
Treat Data As

Maximum Data
Age

Sensor values are treated as the type of data you specify:
l

Date/Time (BES)

l

Date/Time (WMI)

l

File Size

l

Integer

l

IP Address

l

Numeric

l

Text

l

Time Duration

l

Version

Maximum time the Tanium Client may use a cached result to answer a question.
For example, by default, the maximum data age for the File Size sensor is 15
minutes. When a Tanium Client is asked a question that executes the File Size
sensor, it caches the result. Over the next 15 minutes, if the Tanium Client is asked
a question that includes the File Size sensor, it responds with the cached answer.
After 15 minutes, if the Tanium Client is asked a question that includes the File
Size sensor, it executes the sensor script again to compute a fresh answer.

Use shorter ages for sensors that return values subject to change frequently,
such as status and utilization sensors. Use longer ages for values that
typically change infrequently, such as the chassis type or Active Directory
Domain membership.
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The following example specifies the Treat Data as type option. The syntax is
sensor?type=value.

Figure 45: Advanced sensor settings - Treat Data as type
Note: Only use the Treat Data as type option with comparison operators, such as
Free Memory greater than 300, as shown in the example.
The following example specifies the Max Age option. The syntax is sensor?maxAge=value.
When specifying maxAge in the Question bar, specify a number of seconds.

Figure 46: Advanced sensor settings - maxAge
The following example specifies the Ignore Case option. The syntax is
sensor?ignoreCase=value. 0 means match case and 1 means ignore case.
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Figure 47: Advanced sensor settings - ignoreCase
The following example specifies the Matches all option. A machine might have multiple
interfaces and multiple IP addresses for those interfaces. In this example, the Matches all
option is used to filter results for only computers with all IP addresses matching the
specified string. You can specify this option only in the from clause. The syntax is with all
sensor contains value.

Figure 48: Advanced sensor settings - matching all
The following examples shows how to specify multiple advanced sensor options.

Figure 49: Advanced sensor settings - multiple settings
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Specify advanced question settings
In Tanium Server 7.3.314.3639 and later, you can enable a Force Computer ID setting to
convert a counting question into a non-counting question by forcing Tanium Clients to
include the computer ID in their answers. Converting to a non-counting question is a
workaround that resolves cases where a counting question returns the too many
results answer. For details, see the KB article Troubleshooting Errors / Informational
Messages (too many results message). You can enable the setting in the question bar by
using the get?forceComputerIdFlag=1 statement. You can also enable the setting in the
Question Builder, Advanced Question Options. The following figure shows the results for a
question converted to a non-counting question.

Figure 50: Question converted to non-counting question
The following figure shows the results for the same question issued as a counting
question.

Figure 51: Counting question
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